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As one of our strategic areas of funding, the Health Fund believes that investing in early childhood development leads to 
the best health outcomes and the greatest return on investment. Research has shown that well-designed early childhood 
interventions can provide the support necessary to foster healthy brain growth and buffer children from the effects of 
adverse childhood experiences. We have learned that with adequate safe, stable, nurturing relationships during the first 
five years of life, children are more likely to succeed in school, become productive workers, and contribute to society.

According to the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), when children lack nutrition or health care, or are exposed 
to violence or extreme stress, they miss out on opportunities to learn. Developing brains need safe, stable, nurturing 
relationships and quality interactions to thrive, so when young children are deprived of positive stimulation and 
experiences, there is a chance that they will go through life with poor physical and mental health, struggle to learn, and 
later, to earn a living. 

This sermon guide examines how Christ’s followers are to act as a community. Still, more importantly, we explore how 
we must live together, including how we take care of children—the most vulnerable in our families, neighborhoods, and 
communities. This sermon guide will challenge you to place value on dependency and weakness instead of authority and 
power, help you consider the barriers to children’s well-being, and consider how we might remove stumbling blocks and 
replace them with opportunities for children to thrive.

HOW TO USE THIS SERMON GUIDE

Welcome! The well-being of children in our churches and communities is an issue of great significance for the health and 
flourishing of children, families, and neighborhoods across the country and around the world. Yet, connecting the science 
of early childhood development and evidence-based interventions with the life and mission of faith communities remains 
a pressing need. In this guide, we offer a three-week worship series that does just that. Centering around three of Jesus’ 
interactions with children during his ministry, the series invites congregations to more deeply explore Jesus’ call to let the 
little children come, live, and thrive in the Body of Christ. 

In Week 1, we establish the foundation for how and why Jesus welcomes and embraces children as part of God’s kingdom 
in ways that were revolutionary during his time, as well as today. The church lives into Jesus’ example when we recognize 
our Christian responsibility to nurture the well-being of children in our community, which includes addressing the stresses 
and barriers that impact parents’ ability to provide a stable and secure home environment for their children. In Week 2, 
Jesus’ healing of the spirit-possessed boy in Luke’s Gospel serves as a lens through which we explore how the church 
can tend to the physical health of children in our communities, paying particular attention to insurance coverage, wellness 
vaccines, and food security. In Week 3, we turn to Jesus’ Community Discourse in the Gospel of Matthew to explore 
childlikeness as necessary for entering the kingdom of heaven and therefore necessary to how we exercise power with 
and for children in light of children’s mental health concerns. Rather than placing stumbling blocks in the paths of children 
and the vulnerable, Christians are called to act in childlike ways to remove stumbling blocks and promote the relationships 
and skill-building necessary for children to build resilience in the face of adversity. 

Each week includes a call to worship, hymn selections, children’s sermon, call to action, and benediction, in addition to an 
exegesis and sermon notes section based on the week’s scripture passage. While the guide can be used at any time of 
year, we recommend using it as part of your church’s “back to school” efforts in August and/or September. Regarding the 
guide’s liturgical recommendations, please note that the repetition of “Jesus Loves Me!” as a hymn selection each week 
is an intentional invitation to attach new meanings and deeper understandings to what it means to love children as Jesus 
loves children. In addition, each week’s sermon features a video that explains key concepts and findings in the science of 
early childhood development. These videos are helpful ways to introduce the scientific understandings woven throughout 
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each sermon, but they are not necessary if you cannot find a way to incorporate the videos into your church’s liturgy. In 
addition, if you or someone in your congregation is curious to learn more, we encourage you to explore the Center for the 
Developing Child website for helpful videos and articles on topics such as brain architecture, toxic stress, and resilience 
(https://developingchild.harvard.edu). 

We also encourage you to reach out to mental health professionals, local public health officials and department(s), 
and any non-profits that focus on children’s health and early learning in your community before you begin this series. 
Let them know what the series discusses and ask if they have resources they think might be helpful to share with your 
congregation. This can be an excellent opportunity to begin or strengthen relationships between your church and health 
care providers and advocates in your community. Be aware that many of the topics covered over the course of this series 
may stir up difficult emotions or challenge long-held viewpoints for some of the people in your congregation. We encourage 
you to review the resources at the end of the sermon guide that might be useful in navigating difficult conversations and/
or equipping congregants with the means to learn new approaches and information free of judgment or fear of ridicule. 

https://developingchild.harvard.edu
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Let the Little Children Toolkit:
Talking to Your Congregation About Childhood Health and Well-Being 

NATIONWIDE RESOURCES

• American Academy of Pediatrics, “Preventing Childhood Toxic Stress: Partnering With Families and Communities
to Promote Relational Health”: https://publications.aap.org/pediatrics/article/148/2/e2021052582/179805/
Preventing-Childhood-Toxic-Stress-Partnering-With

• Annie E. Casey Foundation: https://www.aecf.org/

• Child Care Aware of America: https://www.childcareaware.org/

• Harvard University Center for the Developing Child: https://developingchild.harvard.edu

• HealthyChildren.org/American Academy of Pediatrics: https://www.healthychildren.org/

• National Association for the Education of Young Children: https://www.naeyc.org/

• National Center on Early Childhood Development: https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/ncecdtl

• National AfterSchool Association (NAA): https://naaweb.org/

• Safe Kids Worldwide: https://www.safekids.org/

• Zero to Three: https://www.zerotothree.org/

KANSAS RESOURCES

• 1-800-CHILDREN: https://1800childrenks.org/ (free 24/7 confidential support)

• Child Care Aware of Kansas: https://ks.childcareaware.org/data-research/

• Children’s Alliance: https://www.childally.org/

• Connected Families – Connected Communities: Help Me Grow: https://helpmegrowks.org/

• Families Together: https://familiestogetherinc.org/

• Kansas Action for Children: https://www.kac.org/

• Kansas Association for the Education of Young Children: https://www.kaeyc.net/

• Kansas Children’s Cabinet & Trust Fund: https://kschildrenscabinet.org/

• All In For KS Kids: https://kschildrenscabinet.org/all-in-for-kansas-kids/overview/

• Kansas Children’s Service League: https://www.kcsl.org/

• Parent Tip Cards: https://www.kcsl.org/ParentTipCards.aspx

• Kansas Department for Children & Families (DCF) Child Care & Early Childhood: http://www.dcf.ks.gov/services/ees/
Pages/Child_Care/Child-care-and-early-education.aspx

• Kansas Department of Health & Environment (KDHE) Bureau of Family Health

• Child Care Licensing: https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/280/Child-Care-Licensing

• Maternal & Child Health: https://www.kansasmch.org/

• Family Advisory Council: https://www.kansasmch.org/fac-about.asp

• Special Health Care Needs: https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/747/Special-Health-Care-Needs

• Infant-Toddler Services/Part C: https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/677/Infant-Toddler-Services

• Nutrition & WIC Services: https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/1000/Nutrition-WIC-Services

• KDHE Vaccines for Children Program: https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/215/Vaccines-for-Children-Program

https://publications.aap.org/pediatrics/article/148/2/e2021052582/179805/Preventing-Childhood-Toxic-Stress-Partnering-With
https://publications.aap.org/pediatrics/article/148/2/e2021052582/179805/Preventing-Childhood-Toxic-Stress-Partnering-With
https://www.aecf.org/
https://www.childcareaware.org/
https://developingchild.harvard.edu
https://www.healthychildren.org/
https://www.naeyc.org/
https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/ncecdtl
https://naaweb.org/
https://www.safekids.org/
https://www.zerotothree.org/
https://1800childrenks.org/
https://ks.childcareaware.org/data-research/
https://www.childally.org/
https://helpmegrowks.org/
https://familiestogetherinc.org/
https://www.kac.org/
https://www.kaeyc.net/
https://kschildrenscabinet.org/
https://kschildrenscabinet.org/all-in-for-kansas-kids/overview/
https://www.kcsl.org/
https://www.kcsl.org/ParentTipCards.aspx
http://www.dcf.ks.gov/services/ees/Pages/Child_Care/Child-care-and-early-education.aspx
http://www.dcf.ks.gov/services/ees/Pages/Child_Care/Child-care-and-early-education.aspx
https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/280/Child-Care-Licensing
https://www.kansasmch.org/
https://www.kansasmch.org/fac-about.asp
https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/747/Special-Health-Care-Needs
https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/677/Infant-Toddler-Services
https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/1000/Nutrition-WIC-Services
https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/215/Vaccines-for-Children-Program
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• Kansas Head Start Association: https://www.ksheadstart.org/ 

• Kansas Home Visiting: https://kshomevisiting.org/ 

• Kansas State Department of Education (KSDE) Early Childhood: https://www.ksde.org/Agency/Division-of-Learning-
Services/Special-Education-and-Title-Services/Early-Childhood  

• Safe Kids Kansas: http://www.safekidskansas.org/ 

RESOURCES IN THIS SERMON GUIDE

Resources are listed in the order they appear.

WEEK 1

• Let the Little Children prayer: https://youtu.be/c0n2M5sseJc

• University of Minnesota Institute of Child Development, “Child Development Core Story, Part 1: Brain Architecture”: 
https://youtu.be/SpqLzFew9bs

• Hymnary.org – “Jesus Loves Me, This I Know”: https://hymnary.org/text/jesus_loves_me_this_i_know_for_the_
bible?extended=true#instances

• Center on Policy & Social Policy at Columbia University – “3.7 million more children in poverty in Jan 2022 without 
monthly Child Tax Credit”: https://www.povertycenter.columbia.edu/news-internal/monthly-poverty-january-2022

• Talk Poverty – Kansas: https://talkpoverty.org/state-year-report/kansas-2020-report/

• Talk Poverty: https://talkpoverty.org/poverty/ 

• Children’s Defense Fund, “The State of America’s Children 2021”: https://www.childrensdefense.org/wp-content/
uploads/2021/04/The-State-of-Americas-Children-2021.pdf

• Child Care Deserts: https://childcaredeserts.org/index.html

• United Methodist Health Ministry Fund, “Statewide ABC Project Shows Promise Across Kansas and Cultures”: https://
healthfund.org/a/abc-report/

• 1-800-CHILDREN: https://1800childrenks.org/ (free 24/7 confidential support)

• Child Care Aware of Kansas: https://ks.childcareaware.org/childcaresearch/ 

• Kansas Department of Children and Families – Economic & Employment Services: Child Care Subsidy: http://www.dcf.
ks.gov/services/ees/pages/child_care/childcaresubsidy.aspx

• Head Start | Early Childhood Learning & Knowledge Center – Head Start Locator: https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/center-
locator

WEEK 2

• Let the Little Children prayer: https://youtu.be/c0n2M5sseJc 

• University of Minnesota Institute of Child Development, “Child Development Core Story, Part 4: Pay Now or Pay Later”: 
https://youtu.be/20DdwzhMTTA

• Children’s Defense Fund – The State of America’s Children 2021 Overview: https://www.childrensdefense.org/state-
of-americas-children/soac-2021-overview/

• The Annie E. Casey Foundation – Kids Count Data Center: https://datacenter.kidscount.org/ 

• The Lancet, “Nurturing care: promoting early childhood development”: https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/
article/PIIS0140-6736(16)31390-3/fulltext

• Urban institute, “Progress in Children’s Coverage Continued to Stall Out in 2018”: https://www.urban.org/research/
publication/progress-childrens-coverage-continued-stall-out-2018

• Cover Kansas: https://getcoveredkansas.org/

https://www.ksheadstart.org/
https://kshomevisiting.org/
https://www.ksde.org/Agency/Division-of-Learning-Services/Special-Education-and-Title-Services/Early-Childhood
https://www.ksde.org/Agency/Division-of-Learning-Services/Special-Education-and-Title-Services/Early-Childhood
http://www.safekidskansas.org/
https://youtu.be/c0n2M5sseJc
https://youtu.be/SpqLzFew9bs
https://hymnary.org/text/jesus_loves_me_this_i_know_for_the_bible?extended=true#instances
https://hymnary.org/text/jesus_loves_me_this_i_know_for_the_bible?extended=true#instances
https://www.povertycenter.columbia.edu/news-internal/monthly-poverty-january-2022
https://talkpoverty.org/state-year-report/kansas-2020-report/
https://talkpoverty.org/poverty/
https://www.childrensdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/The-State-of-Americas-Children-2021.pdf
https://www.childrensdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/The-State-of-Americas-Children-2021.pdf
https://childcaredeserts.org/index.html
https://healthfund.org/a/abc-report/
https://healthfund.org/a/abc-report/
https://1800childrenks.org/
https://ks.childcareaware.org/childcaresearch/
http://www.dcf.ks.gov/services/ees/pages/child_care/childcaresubsidy.aspx
http://www.dcf.ks.gov/services/ees/pages/child_care/childcaresubsidy.aspx
https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/center-locator
https://eclkc.ohs.acf.hhs.gov/center-locator
https://youtu.be/c0n2M5sseJc
https://youtu.be/20DdwzhMTTA
https://www.childrensdefense.org/state-of-americas-children/soac-2021-overview/
https://www.childrensdefense.org/state-of-americas-children/soac-2021-overview/
https://datacenter.kidscount.org/
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(16)31390-3/fulltext
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(16)31390-3/fulltext
https://www.urban.org/research/publication/progress-childrens-coverage-continued-stall-out-2018
https://www.urban.org/research/publication/progress-childrens-coverage-continued-stall-out-2018
https://getcoveredkansas.org/
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WEEK 3

• Let the Little Children prayer: https://youtu.be/c0n2M5sseJc 

• Center for Advanced Studies in Child Welfare (CASCW) at the University of Minnesota, “Coping with Early Adversity and 
Mitigating its Effects—Core Story: Resilience”: https://youtu.be/eS13oNQNAOg

• UNICEF, “Impact of COVID-19 on poor mental health in children and young people ‘tip of the iceberg’”: https://www.
unicef.org/press-releases/impact-covid-19-poor-mental-health-children-and-young-people-tip-iceberg

• American Psychological Association, “2022 Trends Report: Children’s mental health is in crisis”: https://www.apa.org/
monitor/2022/01/special-childrens-mental-health 

• Public Health Reports, “Putting ‘Child Mental Health’ into Public Health” https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/
PMC1525284/

• Centers for Disease Control and Prevention – About the CDC-Kaiser ACE Study: https://www.cdc.gov/
violenceprevention/aces/about.html

• Harvard University Center for the Developing Child – Toxic Stress: https://developingchild.harvard.edu/science/key-
concepts/toxic-stress/

• Harvard University Center for the Developing Child, “Three Principles to Improve Outcomes for Children and Families”: 
https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/three-early-childhood-development-principles-improve-child-family-
outcomes/#strengthen-skills

• Harvard University Center for the Developing Child – Executive Function & Self-Regulation: https://developingchild.
harvard.edu/science/key-concepts/executive-function/

• Playful Learning Landscapes – Playwall: https://playfullearninglandscapes.com/project/playwall/

• ACES Aware, “Adverse Childhood Experience Questionnaire for Adults”: https://www.acesaware.org/wp-content/
uploads/2020/02/ACE-Questionnaire-for-Adults-Identified-English.pdf

• Harvard University Center for the Developing Child, “The Brain Architects: Building Resilience Through Play”: https://
developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/podcast-resilience-play/ 

• Playful Learning Landscapes, “Create a Playful Learning Environment”: https://playfullearninglandscapes.com/wp-
content/uploads/sites/7/2021/09/Creating-a-Playful-Learning-Environment.pdf

• Kansas Court Appointed Special Advocates for Children: https://www.kansascasa.org

• Community Care Network of Kansas – Find a Clinic: https://www.communitycareks.org/information-for-consumers/
find-a-clinic/

• Vaccinate Your Family, “Child and Teen Vaccine-preventable diseases”: https://vaccinateyourfamily.org/wp-content/
uploads/2021/11/VYF_Vaccine-PreventableDiseases_eBook-UpdatedNov2021.pdf

• KDHE Vaccines for Children Program: https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/215/Vaccines-for-Children-Program

• KDHE – WIC Information for Families: https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/1017/Information-for-Families 

• University of Tennessee Extension Department of Family and Consumer Sciences, “Addressing Food Insecurity: 
Expanding Access Through Community Gardens”: https://extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/
W1021D.pdf

• Health Resources & Services Administration Data Warehouse – Find a Health Center: https://findahealthcenter.hrsa.
gov

• Immunize Kansas Coalition: https://www.immunizekansascoalition.org

• Kansas Appleseed – Grow Strong KS: https://www.kansasappleseed.org/growstrongks.html

• Kansas Appleseed – Share Your Story: https://www.kansasappleseed.org/shareyourstory.html

• HealthCare.gov – Find Local Help: https://localhelp.healthcare.gov

https://youtu.be/c0n2M5sseJc
https://youtu.be/eS13oNQNAOg
https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/impact-covid-19-poor-mental-health-children-and-young-people-tip-iceberg
https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/impact-covid-19-poor-mental-health-children-and-young-people-tip-iceberg
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2022/01/special-childrens-mental-health
https://www.apa.org/monitor/2022/01/special-childrens-mental-health
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1525284/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1525284/
https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/aces/about.html
https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/aces/about.html
https://developingchild.harvard.edu/science/key-concepts/toxic-stress/
https://developingchild.harvard.edu/science/key-concepts/toxic-stress/
https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/three-early-childhood-development-principles-improve-child-family-outcomes/#strengthen-skills
https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/three-early-childhood-development-principles-improve-child-family-outcomes/#strengthen-skills
https://developingchild.harvard.edu/science/key-concepts/executive-function/
https://developingchild.harvard.edu/science/key-concepts/executive-function/
https://playfullearninglandscapes.com/project/playwall/
https://www.acesaware.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/ACE-Questionnaire-for-Adults-Identified-English.pdf
https://www.acesaware.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/ACE-Questionnaire-for-Adults-Identified-English.pdf
https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/podcast-resilience-play/
https://developingchild.harvard.edu/resources/podcast-resilience-play/
https://playfullearninglandscapes.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2021/09/Creating-a-Playful-Learning-Environment.pdf
https://playfullearninglandscapes.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/7/2021/09/Creating-a-Playful-Learning-Environment.pdf
https://www.kansascasa.org
https://www.communitycareks.org/information-for-consumers/find-a-clinic/
https://www.communitycareks.org/information-for-consumers/find-a-clinic/
https://vaccinateyourfamily.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/VYF_Vaccine-PreventableDiseases_eBook-UpdatedNov2021.pdf
https://vaccinateyourfamily.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/VYF_Vaccine-PreventableDiseases_eBook-UpdatedNov2021.pdf
https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/215/Vaccines-for-Children-Program
https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/1017/Information-for-Families
https://extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/W1021D.pdf
https://extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/W1021D.pdf
https://findahealthcenter.hrsa.gov
https://findahealthcenter.hrsa.gov
https://www.immunizekansascoalition.org
https://www.kansasappleseed.org/growstrongks.html
https://www.kansasappleseed.org/shareyourstory.html
https://localhelp.healthcare.gov
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Sermon Guide
Week 1
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WEEK 1   •   LET THE LITTLE CHILDREN COME

As we gather to worship, let all God’s children say, “Welcome!”

Let all God’s children say, “Welcome!”

For all the children, big and small, who need a place to belong, we say:

Let all God’s children come!

For all the children who need food, clothing, shelter, and medical care, we say:

Let all God’s children live!

For all the children who need connection, stability, and safe places to grow and learn, we say: 

Let all God’s children thrive!

May the child who lives inside each of us help us work for the flourishing of the children all around us. 

Amen. 

Call to Worship

• “Jesus Loves Me! This I Know” 
 United Methodist Hymnal #191

• “Tell Me the Stories of Jesus” 
 United Methodist Hymnal #277

• “All Things Bright and Beautiful” 
 United Methodist Hymnal #147

Hymn Selections:
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WEEK 1   •   LET THE LITTLE CHILDREN COME

SUPPLIES: During each week of this sermon series, the children will learn part of a prayer along with motions related 
to the theme of each week. If needed, you can review the included video (https://youtu.be/c0n2M5sseJc) to help you 
visualize how to teach each phrase of the prayer to the children. 

After the children have gathered, say:

Who here likes hugs? (Wait for answers.) I like hugs, too. In fact, let’s all give ourselves a nice big hug. (Give yourself a hug 
and wait for the kids to give themselves hugs.) What good hugs! How do you feel when you get a hug? (Wait for answers.) 
Hugs feel really good, right? When we’re scared, a hug helps us feel safe. When we hurt ourselves, a hug makes us feel 
better. When we’re happy to see our parents or grandparents, a hug is a way we show them love. 

Now, did you know that Jesus gave hugs too? (Wait for answers.) In our Bible story today, some people bring their kids to 
Jesus so that he can touch them and bless them, but the disciples try to keep the children away from Jesus. They didn’t 
think that Jesus had time to give these children his attention. When Jesus realizes what’s happening, though, he stops 
the disciples and says, “Let the little children come to me; do not stop them; for it is to such as these that the kingdom of 
God belongs.” The disciples did not understand that children are very important to Jesus. Jesus tells them not only does 
he want to be with the children, but that actually, children—including all of you—belong in the kingdom of God just as you 
are. And then, to help everyone there understand, he gives all of the children there a hug! That was his way of showing all 
of the adults that Jesus wants to love and take care of children because you matter. 

I know sometimes it might be difficult to remember that Jesus loves you just as you are right now. We can focus so much 
on all the things we can do when we’re older that we forget that God loves us and values us even when we are little and 
can’t do all the things we might want to do. And even more, God wants what’s best for all of us, no matter how small or 
big we are. So, for the next few weeks, we are going to learn a prayer that uses our bodies so that we can remember how 
much God loves us, wants to take care of us, and wants us to help take care of each other. So, we are going to end today 
doing the first part of the prayer. Repeat after me:

(Holding hands out in front of your body): God, 
(Wrapping your arms around your body): help me remember that I belong to you. 

Amen. 

Children’s Sermon

https://youtu.be/c0n2M5sseJc
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People were bringing little children to him in order that he might touch them; and the disciples spoke sternly to them. But 
when Jesus saw this, he was indignant and said to them, “Let the little children come to me; do not stop them; for it is to 
such as these that the kingdom of God belongs. Truly I tell you, whoever does not receive the kingdom of God as a little 
child will never enter it.” And he took them up in his arms, laid his hands on them, and blessed them.

Scripture • Mark 10:13-16

WEEK 1   •   LET THE LITTLE CHILDREN COME

From children’s songs to bucolic paintings of Jesus surrounded by children, Mark 10:13-16 has inspired the Christian 
imagination for generations. In addition, Jesus’ teaching that the kingdom of God belongs to children has presented ample 
opportunities over the years for theologians and pastors to reflect on the relationship between childlikeness and Christian 
discipleship. Yet, what of the actual children that Jesus gathered and blessed and the children in our midst today? In this 
short but profound scene from his earthly ministry, Jesus flips cultural assumptions about children on their heads, offering 
his followers then and now a pathway for childlike reception of the kingdom of God through tending to the children in our 
midst. 

In the context of the New Testament, the status of children reflects the patriarchal nature of the Jewish and Greco-Roman 
cultures that coinhabited ancient Palestine. In a society structured around the extended family that valued obedience 
and honor, children were understood as adults in the making and represented the family unit’s stability and longevity. 
Since Judaism did not hold to the innocence of the child, children were in need of discipline and correction in order to 
cultivate obedience and loyalty to the family unit. Held in comparison to adults, children were seen as weak and unable to 
participate in the rational world of adults. At the same time, the non-rationality of children meant that they could at times 
serve as a voice-piece of the divine because of their receptivity. To be sure, though evidence exists that parents showed 
their children affection and mourned their children’s deaths, children were entirely powerless and dependent beings 
who exercised no authority of their own but received all they needed to survive from others with the expectation of full 
obedience to those in authority over them. In that way, they shared a similar status with others from whom obedience was 
expected in the household, like wives and slaves. 

In Mark’s context, the disciples’ attempts to keep children from Jesus would not have been surprising. Acting as 
gatekeepers for their charismatic leader, the disciples would not have viewed children as on equal footing with 
themselves, much less Jesus. Thus, the little children were not worthy of time or closeness with Jesus. The surprise in 
this narrative—what makes it a story worth telling at all—is Jesus’ response to his disciples. The disciples rebuke those 
bringing the children to Jesus, but Jesus rebukes the disciples. Despite their time and proximity to Jesus, the disciples 
are the ones who fail to understand the nature of the kingdom of God. Children may not belong or have authority in the 
kingdom of this world, but the kingdom of God belongs to children. 

In this statement, Jesus is not making children into equal participants in the kingdom of God based on their authority 
but equal recipients of the kingdom of God based on their dependence. Where adults achieve and take—be it authority, 
wealth, honor, etc.—children occupy a state of constant receiving. Just as children are wholly dependent on others for 
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their survival and instruction, Christ’s followers do not gain but receive entrance into the kingdom of God as a gracious 
gift from God. One cannot earn one’s place or ambitiously vie for authority in the kingdom of God. No matter one’s age or 
status, all are dependent on God’s grace to enter and participate in the kingdom of God.  

Significantly, Jesus rebukes and instructs his disciples about entering the kingdom of God through childlikeness while 
surrounded by children. It can be easy to disconnect the metaphor of being like children from the reality of interacting 
with children. In the opening of this story, those bringing the little children expect Jesus to engage physically the children. 
More specifically, verse 13 features Mark’s only use of the verb translated as “touch” outside of the context of healing. 
Thus, the adults bringing the children likely were hoping for Jesus to bless the children by touching them, reflecting the 
understanding that qualities of a charismatic leader could be transferred to another by touch. Yet, following his rebuke 
and instruction of the disciples, Jesus goes further. When the passage states that Jesus “took [the little children] up,” 
Mark uses the verb enagkalizomai, which indicates an embrace. Significantly, in other literature during this time, the use 
of this verb in relation to children often indicated an adoptive embrace, an embrace that demonstrated that the adult was 
taking on a parental role in the child/children’s life. Thus, Jesus not only touches and blesses the children, but physically 
claims these children as his own, declaring not just with his words but with his actions that these children are heirs of the 
kingdom of God. 

Sermon Notes

OPENING VIDEO
“Child Development Core Story, Part 1: Brain Architecture” from the University of Minnesota Institute of Child 
Development: https://youtu.be/SpqLzFew9bs.

INTRODUCTION
“Jesus loves me, this I know, for the Bible tells me so. Little ones to him belong; they are weak, but he is strong.” 
Written in 1859, this famous hymn has appeared in hymnals from a myriad of denominations for over a century and 
has been translated into many other languages (https://hymnary.org/text/jesus_loves_me_this_i_know_for_the_
bible?extended=true#instances). Today, we often think of this hymn as a children’s song. In fact, you might find yourself 
wanting to do the hand motions you learned to do with this song when you were a child that you’ve then taught the 
children in your life. Yet, despite the simplicity of the words and tune that make this such an excellent song for children 
to learn, the message of this hymn is anything but simple. Over the next three weeks of this sermon series, we will be 
exploring just what this hymn means when it proclaims Jesus’ love for the little ones who belong to him, particularly in 
relation to early childhood health and wellness, beginning with the question: What is our responsibility to children as the 
Body of Christ?

SERMON NOTES
1. If you grew up hearing today’s passage about Jesus proclaiming “Let the little children come to me…” in Sunday 
School, this story may feel quite familiar and comforting. When you are a child, it is so important to learn and know that 
Jesus believes you are important and worthy just as you are. Yet sometimes when a passage feels really familiar, we 
can miss the deeper actions and lessons contained in it. So today, let’s approach this text ready to receive something 
new, and perhaps even unexpected, from it. During Jesus’ day, the extended family formed the basic building block of 
society. Multiple generations lived and worked together and were involved in childrearing. Whereas today we recognize the 
stages of a child’s development, in ancient Palestine children were merely understood as adults in training who needed 
to be taught obedience and loyalty to the family unit. Viewed as physically and mentally weak, children were completely 
dependent on adults for their survival and education and were understood as incapable of participating in the rational 

https://youtu.be/SpqLzFew9bs
https://hymnary.org/text/jesus_loves_me_this_i_know_for_the_bible?extended=true#instances
https://hymnary.org/text/jesus_loves_me_this_i_know_for_the_bible?extended=true#instances
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world of adults. Thus, they shared a similar status in the household with wives and slaves who were expected to give 
complete obedience and loyalty to the male head of the household. 

2. Today, when we read that the disciples attempted to keep the children from Jesus, we may be inclined to judge them as 
unfeeling and harsh toward children. Yet, in their context, their actions would have been seen as quite normal. For them, 
children do not warrant the time and energy of their teacher and leader. Jesus’ powerful work is better spent with adults, 
not powerless and dependent children. If we put ourselves in the disciples’ shoes, Jesus’ rebuke of the disciples instead 
of those bringing the children to him is quite shocking. In that moment, Jesus chooses to give his attention to the most 
powerless members of society who even his closest followers assumed were beneath his notice. 

3. As easy as it is to judge the disciples in this story, sometimes scripture leads us to ask difficult, uncomfortable 
questions like: 

•In this story, are we, the church, more like the disciples or more like Jesus? 

•Are we paying attention to the fact that more than 1 in 6 children live in poverty in the United States (https://www.
povertycenter.columbia.edu/news-internal/monthly-poverty-january-2022)? 

•Are we paying attention to the 14.3% of all children in Kansas who live in poverty? (Learn more at https://talkpoverty.
org/state-year-report/kansas-2020-report/; if you live outside of Kansas, you can use the talkpoverty.org website to 
find the numbers for your state.) 

•Are we noticing that more than 1 in 7 children experience food insecurity in our country (https://www.
childrensdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/The-State-of-Americas-Children-2021.pdf)?

•Are we noticing the child care deserts in our communities that leave children without high-quality care and educational 
opportunities during critical developmental stages in their first five years of life? (You can find child care deserts in your 
community and/or state at https://childcaredeserts.org.) 

When Jesus turns the tables on the disciples’ assumptions that children are not worth Jesus’ time and effort, Jesus 
also asks us to start paying attention to the children all around us. In addition, if you found yourself squirming, perhaps 
identifying more with the disciples and less with Jesus in this story, remember: conviction is not about shaming. Jesus 
does not shame the disciples into better behavior toward children. He tells the truth about children and then shows the 
disciples a new way. 

4. The truth that Jesus tells the disciples—and us—is that the kingdom of God belongs to children, as well as those who 
receive the kingdom of God with childlikeness. Jesus does not say that children are equal participants in the kingdom of 
God based on their authority but rather equal recipients of the kingdom of God based on their dependence. During this 
time, the world of adults, and thus the kingdom of this world, was built on authority, wealth, and honor—not just what a 
person achieved but also the power and respect they received from their achievements. Yet, children then and now occupy 
a state of constant receiving and therefore are also often recipients of shame. Just as children are wholly dependent on 
others for their survival and instruction, Christ’s followers do not gain the kingdom of God but receive it as a gracious gift. 
One cannot earn one’s place or ambitiously vie for authority in God’s kingdom, which also means that in God’s kingdom 
there is no shame for what a person does or does not do. No matter one’s age or worldly status, all are dependent on 
God’s grace to enter and participate in the kingdom of God. To be clear, if we only enter God’s kingdom through God’s 
grace, then no work or action on our part can heighten or diminish God’s love for us and our place in God’s family. God 
loves us, welcomes us, and provides for us in our dependence on God. Thus, Jesus teaches us to re-value children and 
their status in society—to place value in dependency and weakness instead of authority and power. Because Jesus 

https://www.povertycenter.columbia.edu/news-internal/monthly-poverty-january-2022
https://www.povertycenter.columbia.edu/news-internal/monthly-poverty-january-2022
https://talkpoverty.org/state-year-report/kansas-2020-report/
https://talkpoverty.org/state-year-report/kansas-2020-report/
http://talkpoverty.org
https://www.childrensdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/The-State-of-Americas-Children-2021.pdf
https://www.childrensdefense.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/The-State-of-Americas-Children-2021.pdf
https://childcaredeserts.org
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values dependency and weakness, children are worth his attention not because they will become adults but because of 
who they are as children.

5. Importantly, whenever Jesus gives us new understanding, he also gives us new ways of acting. Following his teaching 
about children, Jesus does as those who brought the children to him in the first place desired—he touched them. Any 
time we talk about children in a general sense, it is important that we not divorce the general from the individual. Jesus 
speaks to the disciples about children and childlikeness and then turns and engages with the actual children right there 
in his midst. Importantly, in verse 13, the verb translated as “touch” is associated with a healing story every other time 
it appears in the Gospel of Mark. In this instance, those bringing the children are likely looking for Jesus to bless the 
children through touch. But, Jesus takes it one step further. In addition to laying hands on the children and blessing them, 
Jesus takes the children up in his arms. The verb for this action in Greek is enagkalizomai, which can also be translated as 
“embrace.” In other literature of the day, this verb is used to indicate an adoptive embrace, meaning that an adult through 
this embrace claims a parental role in the child/children’s life. So, beyond touching and blessing the children, Jesus 
physically claims these children as his own, declaring not just with his words but with his actions that these children are 
heirs of the kingdom of God. 

6. In this embrace, Jesus models how we as Jesus’ followers are to value and care for the children in our midst. During a 
time where families often no longer live close to one another and share in childrearing, we as the Body of Christ are called 
to embrace care for the children in our community as a critical aspect of our mission, of living into God’s kingdom on earth 
as it is in heaven. In addition, we are called to care for children not as adults in the making but as fully human participants 
in God’s kingdom. A critical way that the church can participate in supporting children is by supporting parents. Many 
parents lack the knowledge and skills needed to develop secure attachments with their children and provide a stable 
home environment. Whether they are overwhelmed and lacking in a support system or are themselves grappling with the 
consequences of growing up in an emotionally unhealthy home, many parents benefit from classes and trainings that 
teach them how to build secure attachments within their family. For example, a recent pilot program of the Attachment 
and Bio-Behavioral Catch-up (ABC) Program in Kansas provided 10 weeks of in-home visits to families with children from 
birth to four years old who had experienced adversity between 2017 and 2020. During each week, parents were engaged, 
coached, and affirmed around four main targets: nurturance (or, responsiveness to the child’s needs), following the child’s 
lead in play, expressing delight or positive emotions toward the child, and avoiding frightening behaviors toward or around 
the child. Evaluation of the pilot program following its completion found that participants in the program reported many 
positive outcomes, including healthier children, more confident parents, and stronger families (https://healthfund.org/a/
abc-report/). [If using opening video: In addition, as we heard in the opening video, equipping parents with these skills—
and even practicing them as a community here at church and out in the world—contributes to a child’s brain architecture 
in ways that have a lasting impact.] Ultimately, everyone in the family gains physical, emotional, and mental well-being 
from learning to build secure attachments with one another, which then translates beyond the home into the wider 
community for years into the future.

A resource available at all hours is 1-800-CHILDREN (or https://1800childrenks.org/). They provide 24/7 assistance 
in English and Spanish, connecting parents to helpful resources and supports. The church, a provider, member of the 
congregation, or another parent can reach out and help families get connected.

7. Just as a parent looks after the physical, mental, emotional, and social health of their children, so is the church as 
the Body of Christ called to pay attention and act for the physical, mental, emotional, and social health of the children all 
around us. As the church, we can support parents in providing nurturance, responsive play, emotional openness, and a 
calm household environment by offering trainings, but also by helping reduce parents’ stress levels and offering children 
responsive relationships at church and in the community. A key way we offer parents and children these supports is by 
increasing access to affordable, quality child care. As mentioned earlier, a large number of families in the United States 
live in child care deserts, especially families living in rural communities. So, advocating and supporting the creation of 
more child care options can have an immediate positive impact on families in need of child care. Child care subsidies, 
including for after school care, are available to help, but many families are not taking advantage of them. Many may 

https://healthfund.org/a/abc-report/
https://healthfund.org/a/abc-report/
https://1800childrenks.org/
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May you go forth today knowing the loving embrace of Christ who welcomes all of God’s children and joyfully accepting 
your call to extend Christ’s loving embrace to all the children you encounter. 

Amen.

Benediction

For a printable bulletin insert - click here

even be unaware that they qualify. Kansas families should begin their child care search at Child Care Aware of Kansas 
(https://ks.childcareaware.org/childcaresearch/) and they can learn about available child care subsidies through the 
Kansas Department for Children & Families (DCF) website at http://www.dcf.ks.gov/services/ees/pages/child_care/
childcaresubsidy.aspx. Helping eligible families gain access to these subsidies can reduce economic stress and increase 
financial, emotional, and mental stability for the whole family. 

8. When we encompass children and their parents in Christ’s adoptive embrace, we receive and love them just as they 
are. Where the world shames parents and their children if they do not behave or perform in certain ways, we as the church 
can be a place that invites children to come and be just as they are and gives children and their parents acceptance and 
unconditional love as they journey through the joys and challenges of childrearing. During the next two weeks, we will 
continue to explore our Christian response to early childhood development and health by focusing first on physical health 
and then on mental health, all of which is impacted by a child’s home environment. As we consider how God is calling 
us to pay attention and act as individuals and the church for the well-being of the children in our community, let us hear 
Jesus’ words not as an admonishment but an invitation to greater Christlikeness and childlikeness: “Let the little children 
come to me.”

https://healthfund.org/a/wp-content/uploads/Let-the-Little-Children-Bulletin-1.pdf
https://ks.childcareaware.org/childcaresearch/
http://www.dcf.ks.gov/services/ees/pages/child_care/childcaresubsidy.aspx
http://www.dcf.ks.gov/services/ees/pages/child_care/childcaresubsidy.aspx
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As we gather to worship, let all God’s children say, “Welcome!”

Let all God’s children say, “Welcome!”

For all the children, big and small, who need a place to belong, we say:

Let all God’s children come!

For all the children who need food, clothing, shelter, and medical care, we say:

Let all God’s children live!

For all the children who need connection, stability, and safe places to grow and learn, we say: 

Let all God’s children thrive!

May the child who lives inside each of us help us work for the flourishing of the children all around us. 

Amen. 

Call to Worship

• “Jesus Loves Me! This I Know” 
 United Methodist Hymnal #191

• “Jesus’ Hands Were Kind Hands” 
 United Methodist Hymnal #273

• “Lord, I Want to Be a Christian” 
 United Methodist Hymnal #402

Hymn Selections:
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SUPPLIES: During each week of this sermon series, the children will learn part of a prayer along with motions related 
to the theme of each week. If needed, you can review the included video (https://youtu.be/c0n2M5sseJc) to help you 
visualize how to teach each phrase of the prayer to the children. 

After the children have gathered, say:

Who here has ever been sick? (Wait for answers.) I bet all of us have been sick at some point or another. What makes 
you feel better when you get sick? (Wait for answers.) When we’re hurt or do not feel good, all kinds of things can help 
us. Sometimes all we need is some chicken soup and rest, but other times we need to go to the doctor and get some 
medicine or a shot to make us feel better. 

In today’s Bible story, we meet a dad and his son who really need to see Jesus. The son has been really sick and the 
dad really doesn’t know what else to do for him, and the doctors at the time really didn’t understand what was happening 
or how they could help. So, the dad and his son join this big crowd that was gathering to see Jesus and the dad starts 
shouting above the crowd, “Jesus! Look! Pay attention to my son!” When he gets Jesus’ attention, he tells Jesus all 
about what was wrong with his son and how they needed Jesus’ help. And then, he tells Jesus that he had already asked 
Jesus’ disciples to help and they couldn’t make his son any better! Well, Jesus was not too happy about that because 
he had already given his disciples everything they needed to be able to help heal people like this little boy. But unlike his 
disciples, Jesus had the father bring his son to him and Jesus healed him in front of the whole crowd. And when the crowd 
saw that Jesus had healed this boy who the disciples had not healed, they were amazed at the power and wonder of God 
who would heal this little boy.

You know, today, there are a lot of kids who also have a hard time getting the care that they need for their bodies. They 
may not be able to go to the doctor every time they are sick or they may not have enough healthy foods to eat. But in this 
story, Jesus shows us that when we follow Jesus we are supposed to take care of children who need help just like Jesus 
did so that they can live and grow and have a good life. 

So, to remember that God wants all of the children in the whole world to be taken care of, we are going to end our time 
together by adding to our prayer from last week. Repeat after me:

(Holding hands out in front of your body): God, 
(Wrapping your arms around your body): help me remember that I belong to you.  
(Holding hands out in front of your body): God, 
(Holding both arms up like you are flexing your muscles): give us the power  
(Placing your hands over your heart): to help all children live.

Amen. 

Children’s Sermon

https://youtu.be/c0n2M5sseJc
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On the next day, when they had come down from the mountain, a great crowd met him. Just then a man from the crowd 
shouted, “Teacher, I beg you to look at my son; he is my only child. Suddenly a spirit seizes him, and all at once he 
shrieks. It convulses him until he foams at the mouth; it mauls him and will scarcely leave him. I begged your disciples to 
cast it out, but they could not.” Jesus answered, “You faithless and perverse generation, how much longer must I be with 
you and bear with you? Bring your son here.” While he was coming, the demon dashed him to the ground in convulsions. 
But Jesus rebuked the unclean spirit, healed the boy, and gave him back to his father. And all were astounded at the 
greatness of God.

Scripture • Luke 9:37-43

WEEK 2   •   LET THE LITTLE CHILDREN LIVE 

Coming on the heels of the Transfiguration, Luke’s account of Jesus’ healing of the spirit-possessed boy serves as a 
public demonstration of Jesus’ divine identity and power that Peter, James, and John witnessed privately the day before 
at the summit of Mount Tabor. Like the Gospel of Mark, which also places this healing miracle immediately after the 
Transfiguration, Luke’s Gospel plays on the juxtaposition between the disciples’ failure and Jesus’ success in healing 
the boy. By setting up the comparison between Jesus and the disciples, the story emphasizes Jesus’ ability as a miracle 
worker, highlighting the divine power of the Messiah as necessary for exorcising the spirit causing the boy’s illness and 
distress. 

While many commentators focus on the disciples’ inability to exorcise the boy and Jesus’ response, a more complex 
narrative emerges when we train our lens on the boy and his father. Emerging from a crowd eager to meet Jesus, the boy’s 
father cries out to Jesus for help, asking him to look at his son and only child. Translated in verse 38 as “to look at,” the 
Greek epiblepo carries a sense of “to look at attentively.” Aware of Jesus’ abilities as a miracle worker, this father is not 
simply asking Jesus to look at his child, but to turn Jesus’ miracle-working gaze on his child in hopes that Jesus might 
intervene. As he vies for Jesus’ attention, the father demonstrates concern for the well-being of his child, himself, and his 
whole family unit. Witnessing his son’s episodes would not only cause the father emotional distress, but during this day, 
having a spirit-possessed child would have resulted in stigma for the whole family in present and future generations. This 
father is pressed in from all sides, fearing future attacks, grieving over his son’s suffering, and carrying the shame society 
placed on his whole family due to his son’s condition. In addition, Luke indicates that this son was the father’s only child, 
raising the stakes for this father and his family even higher. The ongoing provision, honor, and flourishing of this family 
rest on this one child.  

After recounting his son’s distress, the father tells Jesus he has already tried to get help for his son from Jesus’ own 
disciples, who were unable to cast out the spirit. While we may be tempted to deem Jesus’ response to the disciples’ 
failure as rather harsh, it is important to note that Luke 9:1 says that Jesus gave the disciples power and authority over 
demons and to cure diseases. So, when Jesus responds to the father’s report by lamenting the “faithless and perverse 
generation” that surrounds him, his critique of the present generation is a comment upon the disciples’ failure. However, 
Jesus’ comments do not indicate precisely why the disciples failed. Did they lack the faith to cast out any spirits? Or did 
they lack the faith to exorcise the spirit from this child? Did the disciples value this child’s well-being enough to faithfully 
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do all they could to free him from this spirit? Are the disciples faithless and perverse because they could not cast out this 
spirit or because they lacked the ability to value this child who occupies the lowliest status in society? 

This text does not offer enough information to fully answer these questions. What the text does tell us, though, is that 
Jesus valued this child and his family’s life enough to act for their well-being and flourishing when others had failed. 
Even faced with the spirit’s direct attack on the boy, Jesus does not shy away from intervening on the boy’s behalf. Upon 
rebuking the spirit and healing the boy, Jesus returns the child to his father as though returning something lost back to 
its home. Notably, in verse 43, Luke tells us that those who witnessed the miraculous healing of the father’s only child 
“were astounded at the greatness of God.” Here, Luke uses a Greek word that shows up only rarely in the New Testament: 
megaleiotes. In this instance, this word indicates the majesty or splendor of God as shown in Jesus’ miraculous deed. This 
word only appears two other times in the New Testament, one of which is in 2 Peter 1:16, which describes the glory of 
Christ witnessed at the Transfiguration. Though Luke does not use this word in reference to the Transfiguration earlier in 
Luke 9, it is helpful to note that the glory that Peter, James, and John witnessed in the flesh at the summit of Mount Tabor 
is demonstrated and witnessed by the crowd in the healing of this child. In addition, while the power Jesus displayed is 
that of rebuking a spirit, we cannot ignore the fact that Jesus used that power on behalf of a lowly child. God’s glory, then, 
works for the well-being and flourishing of all persons, including those who hold the least power in society.

Sermon Notes

OPENING VIDEO
“Child Development Core Story, Part 4: Pay Now or Pay Later” from the University of Minnesota Institute of Child 
Development: https://youtu.be/20DdwzhMTTA.

INTRODUCTION
Last week, we set the stage for our current series on early childhood in the Body of Christ by exploring how Christ shows 
us how we as individuals and as a church are called to value and care for children, including caring for and equipping 
parents to create an environment that is stable and allows for secure attachment between parents and their children. 
As easy as it is to think of children in general or even metaphorical terms, Jesus teaches us with his words and actions 
that God charges us as the Body of Christ to tend and nurture the well-being of the children who are right here in our 
church, our neighborhood, and our community. This week, our scripture invites us to consider our responsibility to the 
physical health and flourishing of children. Our story opens on the heels of the Transfiguration in which Peter, James, and 
John saw the full glory of Jesus at the top of Mount Tabor as he communed with Moses and Elijah. In response to the 
disciples’ attempts to set up tents for Jesus, Moses, and Elijah, they hear a divine voice claiming Jesus as God’s Son and 
commanding the disciples to listen to Jesus. So, as we read and reflect on our scripture passage today, we must do so 
with that divine voice echoing in our ears as it surely did for Peter, James, and John, calling us to listen and pay attention 
to what Jesus says and does. 

SERMON NOTES
1. The morning after the Transfiguration, a crowd gathers that is eager to meet Jesus. Out of that crowd, a father calls out 
to Jesus, asking him to “look at my son.” The Greek that is translated here as “look” actually means “to look attentively.” 
This father does not ask Jesus to offer a passing glance but to turn his gaze and pay attention to his son, his only child. 
Before we know anything about the child’s physical condition, we, like Jesus, are alerted to pay attention to this particular 

https://youtu.be/20DdwzhMTTA
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father and son who would have otherwise been lost in the crowd. That Jesus was not aware up until that point of this 
father and son and their plight is not a slight on Jesus but an important reminder for all of us: in the midst of the chaos 
and busyness of the crowd, be ready to stop, hear, and pay attention to the voices that cry out for help. 

2. Following his cry for Jesus to pay attention to his son, the father continues by telling him about his son’s condition. 
Today, the boy’s symptoms would likely result in a diagnosis of epilepsy, but at that time, they were seen as an indication 
of spirit possession. While it might be tempting to judge these first-century Palestinians for their superstition and lack of 
medical understanding, parents of children with epilepsy continue to experience similar familial and social effects as the 
father in this story. For this father, the emotional distress of witnessing and tending his child’s physical challenges and the 
anxiety of not knowing when another episode would come were likely compounded by the stigma society placed on current 
and future generations of this family. The father’s efforts to heal his son were an effort to bring well-being and flourishing 
to his only child and the whole family unit now and in the future. 

3. Similarly, attention to early childhood development and care today is critical to the well-being and flourishing of 
children and their families. Yet, when poor physical health and development are compounded by a lack of access to 
nurturing environments, quality medical care, and educational opportunities, it can lead to stigma and shame. Thriving 
and flourishing for children and their families becomes more difficult to obtain. The harder families must work to simply 
exist, the harder it is for them to speak up above the noise of the crowd for all of us to pay attention, hear the struggles 
that children and families are enduring, and do something. As the father’s final statement to Jesus indicates, simply 
noticing the son’s distress is not enough to help him move toward health. While Jesus was on Mount Tabor, this father 
had approached the disciples that did not go with Jesus to help his son and, according to his report, the disciples could 
not cast out the spirit. Lest we give the disciples a pass on just not having the ability to perform such a miraculous act, 
we must recall that in Luke 9:1, Jesus gives the disciples power and authority over demons and diseases. Thus, however 
the disciples tried to help, they did not claim the power given to them by Jesus to bring about healing and well-being in 
the face of such a destructive force. Jesus drives this point home by lamenting this “faithless and perverse generation,” 
effectively criticizing the disciples’ failure within a critique of the whole of the present generation. Given the powerless 
status of children at this time, the disciples’ failure sparks the question: Are the disciples faithless and perverse because 
they could not cast out this spirit or because they did not value the well-being of this lowly child enough to exercise their 
Christ-appointed authority over demons and disease?

4. As uncomfortable as it may be, this is an important question for us to ask of ourselves today. 

• When we hear that nearly 1 in 7 children were considered poor in 2019, making them the poorest age group in the 
U.S., do we recognize that Christ gives us the power to respond? 

• When we notice that in 2021 more than 4.4 million children were uninsured, do we believe that Christ calls us to 
promote their health and well-being? 

• When we learn that the high cost of child care and lack of investment in early childhood education in our communities 
means that many children do not have quality care during critical years of early brain development, do we know that 
Christ has given us authority to act for the flourishing of these children? 

• As the Body of Christ, do we respond to children’s struggles to live by adding to their shame or by embracing them 
with unconditional love? 

Learn more about the state of America’s children at https://www.childrensdefense.org/state-of-americas-children/soac-
2021-overview/ and https://datacenter.kidscount.org/.

https://www.childrensdefense.org/state-of-americas-children/soac-2021-overview/
https://www.childrensdefense.org/state-of-americas-children/soac-2021-overview/
https://datacenter.kidscount.org/
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5. Confronted with the distress and challenges of this father and his only child, Jesus responds with presence and action. 
Even as the spirit attempts to maintain control of the boy, Jesus cares for the child by casting it out and returning him to 
his father healed. Today, acting for the well-being and flourishing of children may feel as daunting as casting out a spirit. 
The numerous issues that intersect and impact childhood well-being can be overwhelming. But we can take a cue from 
Jesus by starting with love and care. In particular, providing and sustaining nurturing care in the lives of young children is 
critical to their development and lifelong well-being. For those who study early childhood development, “nurturing care” 
is defined as “a stable environment that is sensitive to children’s health and nutritional needs, with protection from 
threats, opportunities for early learning, and interactions that are responsive, emotionally supportive, and developmentally 
stimulating (https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(16)31390-3/fulltext).” Links to helpful 
national and Kansas tips and resources for parents are included in the toolkit at the beginning of this guide.

Next week we will have an opportunity to talk more about responsive, emotionally supportive, and developmentally 
stimulating interactions and their impact on children’s mental health. This week, our focus turns to children’s physical 
health, particularly around access to medical care and nutritional needs. Importantly, these factors impacting physical 
health are critical not just for children’s bodies but also for their mental, emotional, and social development. 

6. Early childhood physical health depends upon a child’s access to health coverage and quality health care providers. In 
rural communities, children with insurance coverage may still struggle to stay up to date with well checks due to a lack 
of nearby health care providers. In addition, lack of affordable insurance for children and/or information about Medicaid/
CHIP eligibility makes consistent well visits and vaccinations a financial burden for families. In 2018, more than half of 
uninsured children were eligible for Medicaid/CHIP but were not enrolled (https://www.urban.org/research/publication/
progress-childrens-coverage-continued-stall-out-2018).  

Making sure families know their options and have ample opportunities to enroll their children if they are eligible for 
Medicaid/CHIP can have a significant impact on children’s physical health. Holding events that offer families assistance 
with enrollment at community centers like churches increases the knowledge and accessibility of affordable insurance 
options in the community that parents and guardians may not have known or understood otherwise. 

Certified navigators can help families sign up for health insurance through the exchange at https://getcoveredkansas.
org/. Families can also find care at little to no cost through community care clinics (https://www.communitycareks.org/
information-for-consumers/find-a-clinic/). 

7. Churches can also help communities understand and access vaccines for young children. Following the recommended 
vaccine schedule for young children has lifesaving impacts for children but can also be difficult to keep up with, 
particularly in the first two years of life. Nevertheless, diseases like measles, pertussis, and diphtheria can be life-
threatening to children yet are preventable through vaccination. For more information on childhood vaccines, see https://
vaccinateyourfamily.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/VYF_Vaccine-PreventableDiseases_eBook-UpdatedNov2021.
pdf. For vaccination information specific to Kansas, visit https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/215/Vaccines-for-Children-Program. In 
addition to keeping a young child on the recommended vaccine schedule, parents are met with a barrage of information 
regarding vaccines that can be difficult to understand and discern. In light of these challenges and their health impacts 
for children, churches can step into the gap. One way a church can help is by connecting with local health providers and 
hosting conversations with community members around vaccines and their effectiveness for children as well as adults. In 
addition, churches can look at ways to sponsor or support local efforts to provide vaccine clinics that provide parents and 
guardians more convenient ways to keep children on-schedule with their vaccines. In this way, churches can follow Jesus’ 
example by recognizing the care and nurture of children’s health as a communal responsibility. 

8. In addition to access to critical medical care, children’s physical health depends upon access to good, nutritious, 
and affordable food. As mentioned earlier, as of 2019 more than 1 in 7 children—10.7 million, to be exact—were food 
insecure. In a food-insecure household, lack of access to affordable and healthy food forces families to either rely on low-
cost and less healthy food options for children or skip meals and go hungry. The issue of food insecurity is certainly as or 

https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(16)31390-3/fulltext
https://www.urban.org/research/publication/progress-childrens-coverage-continued-stall-out-2018
https://www.urban.org/research/publication/progress-childrens-coverage-continued-stall-out-2018
https://getcoveredkansas.org/
https://getcoveredkansas.org/
https://www.communitycareks.org/information-for-consumers/find-a-clinic/
https://www.communitycareks.org/information-for-consumers/find-a-clinic/
https://vaccinateyourfamily.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/VYF_Vaccine-PreventableDiseases_eBook-UpdatedNov2021.pdf
https://vaccinateyourfamily.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/VYF_Vaccine-PreventableDiseases_eBook-UpdatedNov2021.pdf
https://vaccinateyourfamily.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/VYF_Vaccine-PreventableDiseases_eBook-UpdatedNov2021.pdf
https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/215/Vaccines-for-Children-Program
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As you leave this place, may God help you pay attention to the needs all around you and grant you the power to act for the 
care and well-being of children and the powerless, that all may know the Majesty of God. 

Amen.

Benediction

For a printable bulletin insert - click here

more complicated than making sure children can access health insurance and medical care. As Jesus demonstrates, it is 
important that we not be so overwhelmed by how big the problem is that we do not act to help people who are suffering 
and in need who are right in front of us. 

On a broad level, we can use our voices to advocate for greater funding for the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance 
Program (SNAP) and bring attention to Women, Infants and Children (WIC). SNAP works to provide children with healthy 
foods. In 2018, SNAP helped feed 17 million children and in 2019 SNAP helped almost 1 million children get out of 
poverty. However, low funding for SNAP also resulted in half of all families on SNAP in 2019 not being able to access 
enough healthy food because their SNAP benefits were too low. In households with children, monthly SNAP benefits are 
$118 (or $4/day) per person. Another program that can help feed children is WIC. Many working families qualify for WIC 
and don’t realize it (https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/1000/Nutrition-WIC-Services). On a local level, individuals and churches 
can work toward offering more access to healthy foods that are free or low cost for families in need. This might look like 
partnering with a local food pantry to offer distributions in your neighborhood. Or perhaps you could use some of the 
church grounds to start a community garden. Whether that garden is used to grow fruits and vegetables that are given 
to neighbors in need or low-income neighbors are invited to grow their own foods at no or low cost, community gardens 
are associated with greater consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables in rural and urban settings (https://extension.
tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/W1021D.pdf).

9. Just as Jesus intervened for the well-being and flourishing of the boy and his family in our scripture passage today, so 
are we called to pay attention and act on behalf of the well-being and flourishing of the children in our community. [If using 
opening video: Further, as we saw in our opening video, investing in the physical and developmental well-being of our 
children has major ramifications for those children and for the future flourishing of the whole community.] As we noted at 
the beginning, this healing miracle directly follows the Transfiguration when Peter, James, and John witnessed the full glory 
of Jesus on Mount Tabor. The end of this passage says, “And all were astounded at the greatness of God.” The Greek 
word megaleiotes, translated here as “greatness,” only appears three times in the New Testament and can be difficult to 
capture in translation. In addition to greatness, the Greek word also indicates the majesty or splendor of God, in this case 
as shown in Jesus’ miraculous deed. One of the other instances of this word is in 2 Peter 1:16, which uses this word to 
describe the glory of Christ witnessed at the Transfiguration. Though Luke does not use megaleiotes in reference to the 
Transfiguration earlier in Luke 9, the link between the glory witnessed in the Transfiguration and the glory witnessed by 
the crowd in the healing of this child is significant. Where the disciples could not use their Christ-given authority to restore 
this boy’s health, thus leaving the boy and his family in hardship and shame, Jesus uses the fullness of his divine glory 
on behalf of a lowly, powerless child, meeting him with unconditional love and providing him and his family with a future of 
well-being. As Christ followers today, we too are called to participate in the fullness of Jesus’ glory, power and love to bring 
about the well-being and flourishing of the children who are part of our community so that they may live well today and into 
the future. 

https://healthfund.org/a/wp-content/uploads/Let-the-Little-Children-Bulletin-2.pdf
https://www.kdhe.ks.gov/1000/Nutrition-WIC-Services
https://extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/W1021D.pdf
https://extension.tennessee.edu/publications/Documents/W1021D.pdf
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As we gather to worship, let all God’s children say, “Welcome!”

Let all God’s children say, “Welcome!”

For all the children, big and small, who need a place to belong, we say:

Let all God’s children come!

For all the children who need food, clothing, shelter, and medical care, we say:

Let all God’s children live!

For all the children who need connection, stability, and safe places to grow and learn, we say: 

Let all God’s children thrive!

May the child who lives inside each of us help us work for the flourishing of the children all around us. 

Amen. 

WEEK 3   •   LET THE LITTLE CHILDREN THRIVE

Call to Worship

• “Jesus Loves Me! This I Know” 
 United Methodist Hymnal #191

• “We Are the Church” 
 United Methodist Hymnal #558

• “Children of the Heavenly Father” 
 United Methodist Hymnal #141

Hymn Selections:
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SUPPLIES: During each week of this sermon series, the children will learn part of a prayer along with motions related 
to the theme of each week. If needed, you can review the included video (https://youtu.be/c0n2M5sseJc) to help you 
visualize how to teach each phrase of the prayer to the children. 

After the children have gathered, say:

Good morning! I have a question for you all today: What is your favorite game to play? (Wait for answers. Be prepared to 
share your favorite game if they need some time to get warmed up.) All of these are excellent answers. Now, I wonder, why 
do you like playing your favorite game? What is the thing that makes that game fun? (Wait for answers.) Thank you for 
sharing! This is making me think of all the fun games we could play together. You know, playing is really important. Playing 
is a way that we learn rules, practice new skills, and interact with each other. But also, play is just fun and having fun is 
important for everybody, including grown-ups!

In today’s Bible story, Jesus’ disciples ask him, “Who is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven?” This would be like me 
asking, “(Name of one of the kids), who is in charge at your house?” Now, you might say that your grown-ups are in charge, 
and that would make a lot of sense. But that’s not what Jesus says. Jesus sees a little kid, calls him over, and says to the 
disciples, “To enter the kingdom of heaven, you need to be like this child. Anyone who becomes like a child is in charge at 
my house.” I don’t know about you, but that’s pretty amazing! 

Now, that does not mean that you get to go home and tell your parents that you are in charge because Jesus said so. 
What it does mean is that Jesus wants all of us—kids and grown-ups—to love and live the way that children do. One 
way we can do this is by valuing play. Playing helps children and adults process stress and build the skills we need to be 
resilient when we face hard situations. When we choose to live as God’s family, we can love each other and help each 
other thrive, which means living a really good life, by making time and creating safe spaces for play. Whether that means 
inviting friends over to play while their parents run some errands or setting up a sandbox on the corner for your neighbors 
to use or making sure that all the kids in your neighborhood have the chance to go to daycare or school where they can 
play and learn, when we make play an important part of our family, church, and community, we give everyone a chance to 
live the good life God wants for all of us. 

To help us remember that God wants all of us to thrive, or to live a good life, we are going to finish the prayer we have 
been working on the last few weeks. Repeat after me: 

(Hold hands out in front of your body): God, 
(Wrap your arms around your body): help me remember that I belong to you.  
(Hold hands out in front of your body): God, 
(Hold both arms up like you are flexing your muscles): give us the power  
(Place your hands over your heart): to help all children live. 
(Hold hands out in front of your body): God, 
(Hold arms up with palms facing outward and wiggling hands): help us play and work  
(Stretch arms above your head and wiggle hands as in celebration): to help all children thrive. 

Amen. 

WEEK 3   •   LET THE LITTLE CHILDREN THRIVE

Children’s Sermon

https://youtu.be/c0n2M5sseJc
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At that time the disciples came to Jesus and asked, “Who, then, is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven?”

He called a little child to him, and placed the child among them. And he said: “Truly I tell you, unless you change and 
become like little children, you will never enter the kingdom of heaven. Therefore, whoever takes the lowly position of 
this child is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven. And whoever welcomes one such child in my name welcomes me. If 
anyone causes one of these little ones—those who believe in me—to stumble, it would be better for them to have a large 
millstone hung around their neck and to be drowned in the depths of the sea.”

Scripture • Matthew 18:1-6

This pericope serves as the opening to the fourth discourse in the Gospel of Matthew. In Matthew, discourses are 
sections of Jesus’ teachings interspersed with the action of the gospel. Many scholars title this fourth and shortest 
teaching block the “Community Discourse,” because Jesus focuses his teaching on the new kind of community Jesus 
calls his followers to build and maintain. Earlier in Matthew 10, Jesus focuses on the mission of church. In this discourse, 
Jesus focuses on the internal workings of the community of Christ and how Christ’s followers are to preserve their 
communal life together. Unlike other discourses, the Community Discourse opens with a question regarding who is the 
greatest in the kingdom of heaven. In Mark, a similar question and answer between the disciples and Jesus occurs 
in the context of the disciples arguing about who will be the greatest. In Matthew, this question carries a much more 
philosophical air. Instead of vying for status, the disciples are seeking understanding about the structure and hierarchy of 
the kingdom of heaven, and Jesus answers by placing a child in the center of their discussion. When reading the following 
verses, the reader should not forget or ignore the physical presence of the child Jesus brings into their midst at the 
beginning of this teaching. 
 
In addressing the disciples’ question, Jesus presents them with a teaching on basic principles. Becoming like a child 
is not secondary or tertiary priority. To be the community of Christ, everyone—including the disciples—must become 
like a child, lowly in status and powerless. This is important to note because behind the disciples’ question is a query 
about who will wield power in the kingdom of heaven. In other words, who will be in charge? In addition, by addressing 
his answer directly to the disciples, the answer to their general question becomes quite specific. Becoming like a child 
is not a responsibility or expectation that can be passed on to someone else. You must become like little children, with 
this “you” directed not only to the disciples but also to all who read this text and claim to be part of Christ’s community. 
Ultimately, all Christ followers are called to change or transform to become like little children in order to enter the kingdom 
of heaven. 

In verse 3, Jesus directly answers the disciples’ question by doubling down on the kingdom of heaven’s entrance 
requirements—greatness in the kingdom of heaven means occupying the lowly and humble status of a child. Legally, 
children were under the unlimited authority of their fathers and were viewed as incomplete persons in need of physical 

Exegesis
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growth and mental and moral training in order to attain the wholeness and authority of adulthood. Greatness in the 
kingdom of heaven, therefore, means subjecting oneself to the authority of another and resisting the grasping for power 
and prestige that characterizes the kingdom of this world. Notably, Jesus calls his followers not only to an inner state 
of humility, but to an outer state of humility and lowliness, as well. Entering and exercising greatness in the kingdom of 
heaven requires a reorientation about one’s expectations and standards of power. 

With this reorientation comes a re-valuing of the least powerful in society. To welcome a child is no longer preposterous 
but an act of hospitality given as if to Christ himself. To the same degree, causing harm to “little ones,” a term which 
likely includes any vulnerable person in the community including children, comes with a steep price. In verse 6, the 
Greek skandalon, translated as “stumbling block,” literally means a snare or something that causes a person to stumble. 
Matthew typically uses this term to indicate something or someone who makes a person stumble into sin. What can 
be lost in translation, however, is the destructiveness of such stumbling blocks for Matthew. Stumbling into sin is not 
equivalent to making a mistake like a person who trips over a curb but quickly rights themselves and keeps walking. 
Rather, the root of skandalon indicates something that causes destruction of human life or the life of God’s people. 
Causing a “little one” to stumble means bringing destruction to the lives of the vulnerable through sin. When a follower of 
Christ contributes to the destruction of the vulnerable, including children, they act completely counter to the order of the 
kingdom of heaven in which greatness is equal to humility and vulnerability. Thus, any who cause the destruction to the 
vulnerable face such catastrophic consequences that it would be better for them to drown with a millstone around their 
necks, a method of death sometimes used during that time to execute criminals.  

OPENING VIDEO
“Coping with Early Adversity and Mitigating its Effects—Core Story: Resilience” from the Center for Advanced Studies in 
Child Welfare at the University of Minnesota: https://youtu.be/eS13oNQNAOg.  

INTRODUCTION
Over the course of this series, we have explored our Christian responsibility to value and care for the lives of children—
not just children in general, but the children in our own neighborhoods and community. From watching Jesus welcome 
children to witnessing Jesus’ divine glory in the healing of a child the disciples could not help, we have come face-to-face 
with the importance Jesus placed on children and their well-being. In today’s passage, we again witness Jesus bringing a 
child front and center, this time to teach the disciples about the kind of community Christ’s followers are called to build 
and sustain. Even as Jesus calls us to model our power on children instead of the world’s notions of greatness, Jesus 
asks us to consider: How do we place stumbling blocks before children and the vulnerable? Today, we will particularly 
explore this question around mental health and well-being for children, considering not only the barriers to children’s well-
being but also how we might remove stumbling blocks and replace them with opportunities for children to thrive. 

SERMON NOTES
1. Throughout the Gospel of Matthew, the author interrupts the action of the story with large blocks of teaching, creating 
an ebb and flow between Jesus’ works in the world and his instruction to his followers. Today’s scripture serves as the 
introduction to the fourth teaching section, or discourse, in Matthew. Because this discourse focuses on how Christ’s 
followers are to act as a community, it is often called the Community Discourse. For our purposes, it is important to 
recognize that this passage is not simply about how individual Christians are supposed to live but also how Christians are 

Sermon Notes

https://youtu.be/eS13oNQNAOg
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supposed to live together. The focus on how Christian communities are to function can be seen in the opening question 
of the discourse: Who, then, is the greatest in the kingdom of heaven? When the disciples ask this question, they are not 
asking who has more of God’s favor or who is more holy in the kingdom of heaven. Rather, they are asking about who has 
power, because in their experience, whoever is great—that is, whoever has power—has the authority and responsibility to 
order the life of a community. 

2. Jesus responds by drawing a child into their midst and addressing a question they had not even asked—who gains 
entrance into the kingdom of heaven? Who are the citizens of the kingdom of heaven in the first place? Jesus answers 
his own question—to enter the kingdom of heaven, a person must become like a child. As we’ve discussed in previous 
weeks, being like a child means taking on one of the lowliest, most powerless, and humble positions in society at that 
time. The life of a child was characterized by submission to authority and physical and emotional vulnerability. To be part 
of the kingdom of heaven means taking on a submissive and vulnerable status within God’s kingdom. Once the disciples 
understand what is necessary to gain entrance into the kingdom of heaven, they can then grasp who is the greatest in the 
kingdom of heaven. In God’s kingdom, greatness is characterized by humility, and power is exercised through submission. 
Citizenship and power in the kingdom of heaven require a transformation and reorientation to childlikeness.

3. In our own time, becoming like a child also means recognizing the vulnerability to trauma and mental health challenges 
that children face. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the impacts of isolation, chronic stress, and anxiety on children’s 
mental health gained quite a spotlight. Nearly 1.6 billion children worldwide experienced some loss of education during 
the first two years of the pandemic as they also experienced disruption to routines and recreation, as well as worry for the 
financial and physical health of their families (https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/impact-covid-19-poor-mental-health-
children-and-young-people-tip-iceberg). 

In the U.S., a 2020 survey of 1,000 parents resulted in 71% of parents saying the pandemic had taken a toll on their 
children’s mental health and 69% of parents saying the pandemic was the worst thing to happen to their child. From 
March 2020 to October 2020, mental health crises among children were on the rise with emergency department visits 
increasing 24% among children 5-11 and 31% among children 12-17 compared to 2019 numbers (https://www.apa.org/
monitor/2022/01/special-childrens-mental-health).    

4. Yet, childhood mental health challenges were a public health concern long before the COVID-19 pandemic. In 1999, 
Health and Human Services reported that as many as 1 in 5 children and adolescents experience symptoms of a 
psychiatric disorder every year (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1525284/). Childhood experiences of 
violence, maltreatment, and poverty are significant stressors and can cause mental health challenges as a person moves 
through childhood and adolescence into adulthood. One way mental health professionals measure a person’s experience 
of childhood trauma is through the Adverse Childhood Experiences survey or ACEs. The survey contains 10 questions that 
assess a person’s experiences of abuse, household challenges, and neglect prior to turning 18. In a study conducted 
from 1995-1997, researchers found that out of over 17,000 participants surveyed, almost two-thirds reported at least 
one Adverse Childhood Experience and more than 1 in 5 participants reported at least three or more ACEs. This same 
study had all participants fill out a health history questionnaire in addition to taking the ACE survey. After compiling and 
analyzing the data, researchers found that the more ACEs a person experienced, the greater their risk for poor health 
and well-being outcomes, including their risk for depression, PTSD, anxiety, diabetes, cancer, and substance abuse 
issues. Learn more at https://www.cdc.gov/violenceprevention/aces/about.html. In sum, the effects of the stressors that 
increase the risk of childhood mental health challenges carry well into adulthood. 

5. When we recognize the vulnerability of children and the fact Christians are called to exercise this childlike vulnerability, 
it might be tempting to think that means we are called to expose ourselves to trauma, to willingly seek out and undergo 
these adverse events. That is not what Jesus is talking about here. Rather, Jesus is asking us to take on childlikeness so 
that we recognize the ways in which the powers that be willingly accept and perpetuate the harm that so many children 
experience. And then, as he so often does, Jesus calls us to do something in our childlikeness to protect children and 

https://www.unicef.org/press-releases/impact-covid-19-poor-mental-health-children-and-young-people-tip-iceberg
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the vulnerable. When we exercise power from the position of childlike lowliness, we no longer accept Adverse Childhood 
Events as the unfortunate but inevitable consequences of maintaining the power of the status quo. When we witness 
harm done to the vulnerable from the perspective of a child, we realize that harm is harm is harm, and anything that 
harms the innocent and vulnerable should not be allowed to continue. Ever. Jesus gets at this in verse 6 when he warns 
against placing a stumbling block before “these little ones,” by which he means any in the community who are vulnerable, 
including children. The stumbling block in this verse is often interpreted as something that impedes a person’s faith. 
Yet, the root of the Greek skandalon, translated here as “stumbling block,” indicates something that causes destruction 
of human life or the life of God’s people. Causing a “little one” to stumble means bringing destruction to the lives of the 
vulnerable through sin. When a follower of Christ contributes to the destruction of the vulnerable, including children, they 
act completely counter to the order of the kingdom of heaven in which greatness is equal to humility and vulnerability. 
Thus, anyone who brings destruction to the vulnerable—or even allows destruction to occur to the vulnerable—faces 
such catastrophic consequences that it would be better for them to drown with a millstone around their necks, a method 
of death sometimes used during that time to execute criminals. And while this destruction could certainly include leading 
the vulnerable away from faith, let us not make the mistake of thinking that we are doing nothing to harm the faith of the 
vulnerable when we ignore the suffering of children in our community. 

6. Yet, there is so much we can do to alleviate the suffering and trauma of children and their families, to even be part 
of removing stumbling blocks that others have placed in their paths. When we look at ACEs and their impact on child 
and adolescent development, a key way to combat the negative outcomes associated with ACEs is to help children build 
resilience. Resilience is strength forged through adversity, or the ability to overcome hardship. In essence, resilience 
helps a child overcome the negative impacts of stumbling blocks placed in their path. [If using opening video: As our 
opening video discussed, there are many ways we can help children balance the teeter-totter of their lives toward positive 
outcomes even after they have endured harsh experiences and toxic stress.] The three main ways that we can help 
children develop resilience are through reducing toxic stress, ensuring supportive relationships, and building core skills. 
All humans experience stress, and in fact removing all sources of stress is detrimental to a child’s development. However, 
reducing toxic stress means removing sources of strong, frequent, or prolonged adversity such as abuse, neglect, 
exposure to violence, or the accumulated burdens of economic hardship (https://developingchild.harvard.edu/science/
key-concepts/toxic-stress/). Safe, nurturing, and supportive relationships with adults also have a large impact on a child’s 
resilience. Many studies show that children who develop resilience have at least one stable and committed relationship 
with a parent, caregiver, or other adult (e.g., teacher, coach, pastor). This is why nurturance and responsive play are 
critical skills taught to parents in the Attachment and Bio-Behavioral Catch-up (ABC) Program. As a church, we can also be 
a place that prioritizes responsive, supportive relationships with children, knowing that supportive adult relationships have 
such a critical impact on a child’s mental health and ability to cope with stress and adversity. Finally, building core skills 
means helping children learn the skills that all of us need to manage life, work, and relationships (https://developingchild.
harvard.edu/resources/three-early-childhood-development-principles-improve-child-family-outcomes/#strengthen-skills). 
Building these core skills—which are often called executive function and self-regulation—helps children respond well 
to adversity, but toxic stress or prolonged adversity can short circuit the development of these skills. These skills help 
us plan, focus our attention, remember instructions, and juggle multiple tasks, as well as exercise self-control, set 
priorities, and resist impulsive actions or responses (https://developingchild.harvard.edu/science/key-concepts/executive-
function/).

7. Reducing toxic stress, providing supportive relationships, and building core skills make a vital impact on a child’s long-
term mental and physical well-being and are therefore three key ways we as Christians can remove stumbling blocks from 
children’s lives. Yet, as we take all of this in, the “how” might feel quite daunting. How are we as a church supposed to 
take part in all of these critical but seemingly complicated interventions? This is where we must remember Jesus’ call to 
become like a child. As adults, we can get overwhelmed with all of these details. But when we think like a child, a simple 
starting point becomes quite clear—play. When a child plays by themselves, with other children, or with adults, they 
engage in responsiveness, interaction, and discovery. Whether it is a structured game or unstructured creative space, 
play is a vehicle through which children learn to have mastery and control over the world they encounter not because 
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they have mastered the predictable but because they learn how to respond to the unpredictable. Through play, children 
learn how to respond to their physical, emotional, and relational environment, and therefore gain the confidence to 
respond to what they encounter out in the world beyond their play. Play also creates opportunities for adults to build the 
supportive, responsive relationships with a child that are one of the most common factors in the successful development 
of resilience. 

Investing in children’s play does not have to be complicated or onerous. Groups working to create more opportunities 
for play in public spaces have experimented with cost-effective, simple ideas that can still promote and increase play 
in a neighborhood. For instance, in Philadelphia, they installed a chalkboard Playwall and chalk that invited people to 
fill in the blank, “When I was little I loved to play…” This wall then serves as an opportunity to learn how people in the 
neighborhood like to play and gives children and adults the opportunity to learn games and activities from one another 
(https://playfullearninglandscapes.com/project/playwall/). Other ideas might be transforming a small portion of your 
church property that is accessible to the neighborhood into a space for building with blocks, playing a large-scale version 
of Jenga, or even creating sidewalk chalk art. When it comes to play, creating safe, accessible, inclusive, and welcoming 
space is the most important thing we can do to promote more play and connection in our neighborhood. No matter how 
we choose to promote play, when we do, we participate in the work of the kingdom of heaven to become like children, to 
exercise power like children, and to remove stumbling blocks so that all of God’s children—no matter their age or level of 
development—can thrive and reach their full potential. 

As you go from this place, may you go in a God-given spirit of play, ready to participate as active, willing, and childlike 
participants in the kingdom of heaven as we work for the flourishing and thriving of all God’s children. 

Amen.

Benediction

For a printable bulletin insert - click here
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